Delivering tailored
content in the click of time.
Media Management Services for VOD Platforms

Media management services & solutions

Localising and enhancing content

Scalable, steady and swift

Making content suitable from a technical,

TVT ensures a scalable and swift response to

editorial, regulatory and cultural perspective
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and with the correct metadata schema

Trusted media
operations

to ensure effective delivery to diverse video

Transparency and confidence

on demand VOD platforms.

TVT’s ContentSelect provides stakeholders with

Trusted, agile media operations

Enhancing
content

a secure dashboard offering a real-time view of
all content status at every stage of the workflow.

Having processed and delivered over one million

This delivers both transparency and auditability

hours of VOD content for clients, TVT’s secure,

and gives customers confidence that the correct

cloud-based content management workflow
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schema and formats on time, all the time.

Fast response

TVT ContentSelect

a complimentary VOD service associated
with linear channel platforms, or standalone
VOD platforms such as Netflix, Hulu and
Amazon Instant Video.
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